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Mobile and Wireless Communications have been one of the major revolutions of the late twentieth century. We
are witnessing a very fast growth in these technologies where mobile and wireless communications have
become so ubiquitous in our society and indispensable for our daily lives. The relentless demand for higher
data rates with better quality of services to comply with state-of-the art applications has revolutionized the
wireless communication field and led to the emergence of new technologies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, Wimax,
Ultra wideband, OFDMA. Moreover, the market tendency confirms that this revolution is not ready to stop in
the foreseen future. Mobile and wireless communications applications cover diverse areas including
entertainment, industrialist, biomedical, medicine, safety and security, and others, which definitely are
improving our daily life. Wireless communication network is a multidisciplinary field addressing different
aspects raging from theoretical analysis, system architecture design, and hardware and software
implementations. While different new applications are requiring higher data rates and better quality of service
and prolonging the mobile battery life, new development and advanced research studies and systems and
circuits designs are necessary to keep pace with the market requirements. This book covers the most
advanced research and development topics in mobile and wireless communication networks. It is divided into
two parts with a total of thirty-four stand-alone chapters covering various areas of wireless communications of
special topics including: physical layer and network layer, access methods and scheduling, techniques and
technologies, antenna and amplifier design, integrated circuit design, applications and systems. These
chapters present advanced novel and cutting-edge results and development related to wireless
communication offering the readers the opportunity to enrich their knowledge in specific topics as well as to
explore the whole field of rapidly emerging mobile and wireless networks. We hope that this book will be useful
for students, researchers and practitioners in their research studies.
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